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Abstract. Generative adversarial networks (GAN) became a hot topic,
presenting impressive results in the field of computer vision. However,
there are still open problems with the GAN model, such as the train-
ing stability and the hand-design of architectures. Neuroevolution is a
technique that can be used to provide the automatic design of network
architectures even in large search spaces as in deep neural networks.
Therefore, this project proposes COEGAN, a model that combines neu-
roevolution and coevolution in the coordination of the GAN training
algorithm. The proposal uses the adversarial characteristic between the
generator and discriminator components to design an algorithm using co-
evolution techniques. Our proposal was evaluated in the MNIST dataset.
The results suggest the improvement of the training stability and the au-
tomatic discovery of efficient network architectures for GANs. Our model
also partially solves the mode collapse problem.
Keywords: neuroevolution, coevolution, generative adversarial networks
1 Introduction
Generative adversarial networks (GAN) [1] gained relevance for presenting state-
of-the-art results in generative models, mainly in the field of computer vision.
A GAN combines two deep neural networks, a discriminator and a generator,
in an adversarial training where these networks are confronted in a zero-sum
game between them. The generator creates fake samples based on an input dis-
tribution. The objective is to deceive the discriminator. On the other hand, the
discriminator learns to distinguish between these fake samples and the real input
data.
Several works improving the GAN model were recently published, leveraging
the quality of the results to impressive levels [2,3,4]. However, there are still
open problems, such as the vanishing gradient and the mode collapse problems,
all of them leading to difficulties in the training procedure. Although there are
strategies to minimize the effect of those problems, they remain fundamentally
unsolved [5,6].
Another issue, not related only to GANs but also to neural networks in
general, is the necessity to define a network architecture previously. In that case,
the topology and hyperparameters are usually chosen empirically, thus spending
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human time in repetitive tasks such as fine-tuning. However, there are approaches
that can automatize the design of neural network architectures.
Neuroevolution is the application of evolutionary algorithms to provide the
automatic design of neural networks. In neuroevolution, both the network archi-
tecture (e.g., topology, hyperparameters and the optimization method) and the
parameters (e.g., weights) used in each neuron can be evolved. NeuroEvolution of
Augmenting Topologies (NEAT) [7] is a well-known neuroevolution method that
evolves the weights and topologies of neural networks. In further experiments,
NEAT was also successfully applied in a coevolution context [8]. Moreover, Deep-
NEAT [9] was recently proposed to expand NEAT to larger search spaces, such
as in deep neural networks.
Therefore, this project proposes a new model, called coevolutionary genera-
tive adversarial networks (COEGAN), to combine neuroevolution and coevolu-
tion in the coordination of the GAN training algorithm. The evolutionary algo-
rithm is based on DeepNEAT. We extended and adapted this model to work on
the context of GANs, making use of the competitive characteristic between the
generator and discriminator to apply a coevolution model. Hence, each subpop-
ulation of generators and discriminators evolve following its own evolutionary
path. To validate our model, experiments were conducted using MNIST [10] as
the input dataset for the discriminator component. The results are the improve-
ment of the training stability and the automatic discovery of efficient network
topologies for GANs.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces
the concepts of GANs and evolutionary algorithms; Section 3 presents our ap-
proach used to evolve GANs; Section 4 displays the experimental results using
this approach; finally, Section 5 presents conclusions and proposals for further
enhancements.
2 Background and Related Works
This section reviews the concepts employed in this paper and presents works
related to the proposed model.
2.1 Evolutionary Algorithms
An evolutionary algorithm (EA) is a method inspired by biological evolution
that aims to mimic the same evolutionary mechanism found in nature. In EAs,
the population is composed of individuals that represent possible solutions for
a given problem, using a high-order abstraction to encode their characteristics
[11]. The algorithm works by applying variation operators (e.g., mutation and
crossover) to the population in order to search for better solutions.
Neuroevolution. Neuroevolution is the application of evolutionary algorithms
in the evolution of neural networks. This approach can be applied to weights,
topology and hyperparameters of a neural network. When used to generate a
network topology, a substantial benefit is the automation of the architecture de-
sign and its parameters [7]. Besides, not only the final architecture is important,
but the intermediary models also give their contributions to the final model in
form of the transference of their trained weights kept through generations [7].
This automation is even more important with the rise of deep learning, which
produces larger models and increases the search space [12,9]. However, large
search spaces are also a challenge for neuroevolution. These methods have a
high computational complexity that may turn their application unfeasible.
Coevolution. The simultaneous evolution of at least two distinct species is
called coevolution [13,14]. There are two types of coevolution algorithms: co-
operative and competitive. In cooperative coevolution, individuals of different
species cooperate in the search for efficient solutions, and the fitness function of
each species are designed to reward this cooperation [15,16,17]. In competitive
coevolution, individuals of different species are competing between them. Conse-
quently, their fitness function directly represents this competition in a way that
scores between species are inversely related [8,11,14].
2.2 Generative Adversarial Networks
Generative Adversarial Networks (GAN), proposed in [1], is an adversarial model
that became relevant for the performance achieved in generative tasks. A GAN
combines two deep neural networks: a discriminator D and a generator G. The
generator G receives a noise as input and outputs a fake sample, attempting to
capture the data distribution used as input for D. The discriminator D receives
the real data and fake samples as input, learning to distinguish between them.
These components are trained simultaneously as adversaries, creating strong
generative and discriminative components.
The loss function for the discriminator is defined by:
J (D)(D,G) = −Ex∼pdata [logD(x)]− Ez∼pz [log(1−D(G(z)))]. (1)
The loss function for the generator (non-saturating version proposed in [1])
is defined by:
J (G)(G) = −Ez∼pz [log(D(G(z)))]. (2)
In Eq. 1, pdata represents the dataset used as input to the discriminator.
In Eq. 1 and Eq. 2, z, pz, G and D represent the noise sample (used as input
to the generator), the noise distribution, the generator and the discriminator,
respectively.
Besides, several variations of the loss function were proposed to improve the
GAN model, such as in WGAN [2] and LSGAN [4]. These variations were studied
in [18] in order to access the superiority in respect to the original GAN proposal.
The study founds no empirical evidence that these variations are superior to the
original GAN mode.
There are two common problems regarding training stability in GANs: van-
ishing gradient and mode collapse. The vanishing gradient occurs when the dis-
criminator D became perfect and do not commit mistakes anymore. Hence, the
loss function is zeroed, the gradient does not flow through the neural network of
the generator, and the GAN progress stagnates. In mode collapse, the generator
captures only a small portion of the dataset distribution provided as input to
the discriminator. This is not desirable once we want to reproduce the whole
distribution of the data. Recently, several approaches tried to minimize those
problems, but they remain unsolved [6,5].
There are other models extending the original GAN proposal that modify
not only the loss function but also aspects of the architecture. The method
described by [3] uses a simple strategy to evolve a GAN during the training
procedure. The main idea is to grow the model progressively, increasing layers
in both discriminator and generator. This mechanism will make the model more
complex while the training proceeds, increasing the resolution of images at each
phase. However, these layers added progressively are preconfigured, i.e., they
are hand-designed and not produced by a stochastic procedure. Thus, the model
evolves in a preconfigured way during the training procedure, but the method
used in [3] do not use an evolutionary algorithm in this process. Therefore, we
can consider this predefined progression as a first step towards the evolution of
generative adversarial models.
A very recent model proposes the use of evolutionary algorithms in GANs
[19]. Their approach used a simple model for the evolution, using a mutation
operator that can change only the loss function of the individuals. Our proposal
differs from them by modeling the GAN as a coevolution problem. Besides, in our
case, the evolution occurs in the network architecture, and the loss function is the
same during the whole method. Nevertheless, a further proposal can incorporate
those ideas to evaluate the benefits.
3 Coevolution of Generative Adversarial Networks
We propose a new model called coevolutionary generative adversarial networks
(COEGAN). This model combines neuroevolution and coevolution in the coor-
dination of the GAN training algorithm. Our approach is based on DeepNEAT
[9], that was extended and adapted to the context of GANs.
In COEGAN, the genome is represented as an array of genes, which are di-
rectly mapped into a phenotype consisting of the sequence of layers in a deep
neural network. Each gene represents a linear, convolution or transpose convolu-
tion layer. Moreover, each gene also has an activation function, chosen from the
following set: ReLU, LeakyReLU, ELU, Sigmoid and Tanh. From the specific
parameters of each type of gene, convolution and transpose convolution layers
only have the number of output channels as a random parameter. The stride
and kernel size are fixed as 2 and 3, respectively. The number of input channels
is calculated dynamically, based on the previous layer. Similarly, the linear layer
only has the number of output features as the random parameter. The num-
ber of input features is calculated based on the previous layer. Therefore, only
the activation function, output features and output channels are subject to the
variation operations.
Figures 1(a) and 1(b) are examples of a discriminator and a generator geno-
type, respectively. The discriminator genotype is composed of a convolutional
section and followed by a linear section (fully connected layers). As in the original
GAN approach, the output of discriminators is the probability of the input sam-
ple be a real sample drawn from the dataset. Similarly, the generator genotype is
composed of a linear section and followed by a transpose convolutional section.
The output of the generator is a fake sample, with the same characteristics (i.e.,
dimension and channels) of a real sample.
Conv2d
activation_type: Tanh
stride: 2
kernel_size: 3
in_channels: 1
out_channels: 32
Linear
activation_type: Sigmoid
out_features: 1
in_features: 6272
(a) A genotype of a discriminator
Linear
activation_type: Tanh
out_features: 784
in_features: 100
Deconv2d
activation_type: Tanh
stride: 1
kernel_size: 3
in_channels: 1
out_channels: 1
(b) A genotype of a generator
Fig. 1: Example of genotypes of a generator and a discriminator.
The overall population is composed of two separated subpopulations: a popu-
lation of generators, where each Gi represents a generator component in a GAN;
and a population of discriminators where each Dj represents a discriminator
in a GAN. Furthermore, a speciation mechanism based on the original NEAT
proposal is applied to promote innovation in each subpopulation. The speciation
mechanism divides the population into species based on a similarity function
(used to group similar individuals). Thus, the innovation, represented by the ad-
dition of new genes into a genome, causes the creation of new species in order to
fit the individuals containing these new genes. Therefore, these new individuals
have the chance to survive through generations and reach the performance of
older individuals in the population.
The parameters of the layers in the phenotype (e.g., weights and bias) will
be trained by the gradient descent method and will not be part of the evolution.
The number of parameters to be optimized are too large and evolving them will
increase the computational complexity. Therefore, for now, we are interested
only in the evolution of the network topology. We plan to develop a hybrid
approach that evolves the weight when the gradient descent training stagnates
for a number of generations.
3.1 Fitness
For discriminators, the fitness is based on the loss obtained from the regular GAN
training method, i.e., the fitness is equivalent to Eq. 1. We have tried to use the
same approach for the generator. However, preliminary experiments evidenced
that the loss does not represent a good measure for quality in this case. The
loss for generators, represented by Eq. 2, is unstable during the GAN training,
making it not suitable to be used as fitness in an evolutionary algorithm.
Thus, we selected the Fre´chet Inception Distance (FID) [20] as the fitness for
generators. FID is the state-of-the-art metric to compare the generative com-
ponents of GANs and outperforms other metrics, such as the Inception Score
[6], with respect to diversity and quality [18]. In FID, an Inception Net [21]
(trained on ImageNet [22]) is used to transform images to the feature space
(given by a hidden layer of the network). This feature space is interpreted as a
continuous multivariate Gaussian. So, the mean and covariance of two Gaussians
are estimated using real and fake samples. The Fre´chet distance between these
Gaussians is given by:
FID(x, g) = ||µx − µg||22 + Tr(Σx +Σg − 2(ΣxΣg)1/2). (3)
In Eq. 3, µx, Σx, µg, and Σg represent the mean and covariance estimated
for the real dataset and for fake samples, respectively.
3.2 Variation Operators
Initially, we have used two types of variation operators to breed new individu-
als: mutation and crossover. The crossover process uses the transition between
convolutional layers and linear (fully connected) layers as the cut point. Figure
2 represents an example of this process. However, preliminary tests evidenced
that crossover decreases the performance of the system. We expect to conduct
further experiments with other crossover variations to assess the contribution of
this operator in our model.
The mutation process is composed of three main operations: add a new layer,
remove a layer, and change an existing layer. In the addition operation, a new
layer is randomly drawn from the set of possible layers. For discriminators, the
available layers are linear and convolution. For generators, the available layers
are linear and transpose convolution (also called deconvolution). The remove
operation chooses an existing layer and excludes it from the genotype.
The change operation modifies the attributes and the activation function of
an existing layer. The activation function is randomly chosen from the set of
possibilities. Other specific attributes can be changed depending on the type of
the layer. The number of output features and the number of output channels
are mutated for the linear and convolution layers, respectively. The mutation of
these attributes follows a uniform distribution, with a predefined range limiting
the possible values.
It is important to note that if the new gene is compatible with its parent, the
parameters (weights and bias) are copied. So, the new individual will carry the
Conv2d
activation_type: Tanh
stride: 2
kernel_size: 3
in_channels: 3
out_channels: 256
Linear
activation_type: Sigmoid
out_features: 1
in_features: 65536
Conv2d
activation_type: LeakyReLU
stride: 2
kernel_size: 3
in_channels: 3
out_channels: 128
Linear
activation_type: Tanh
out_features: 64
in_features: 32768
Linear
activation_type: Sigmoid
out_features: 1
in_features: 64
Conv2d
activation_type: Tanh
stride: 2
kernel_size: 3
in_channels: 3
out_channels: 256
Linear
activation_type: Sigmoid
out_features: 1
in_features: 65536
input
Conv2d
activation_type: LeakyReLU
stride: 2
kern l_size: 3
in_channels: 3
out_channels: 128
Linear
Tanh
out_features: 64
in_features: 32768
Linear
activation_type: Sigmoid
out_features: 1
in_features: 64
cut point cut point
Fig. 2: Example of crossover between discriminators.
training information from the previous generation. This simulates the transfer
learning technique commonly used to train deep neural networks. However, when
the attributes of a linear or convolution layer change, the trained parameters are
lost. This happens because the setup of weights changes, becoming incompati-
ble with the new layer. Consequently, the weights are not transferred from the
parents and the layer will be trained from the beginning.
3.3 Competition Between Generators and Discriminators
In the evaluation step of the evolutionary algorithm, discriminators and genera-
tors must be paired to calculate the fitness for each individual in the population.
There are several approaches to pair individuals in competitive coevolution, e.g.
all vs. all, random and all vs. best [11].
As we want to train the GAN to avoid problems such as the mode collapse and
vanishing gradient, we consider the use of the all vs. best strategy here. However,
we select k individuals rather than only one to promote the diversity in the GAN
training. We pair each generator with k best discriminators from the previous
generation and, similarly, each discriminator with k best generators. Figure 3
represents an example of this approach with k = 2. For the first generation, we
assume a random approach, i.e., k random individuals are selected to be paired
in the initial evaluation.
The all vs. all strategy would also be interesting for our model as it will
improve the variability of the environment for both discriminators and generators
during the training. However, the trade-off is the time to execute this approach.
In all vs. all, each discriminator is paired with each generator, resulting in many
competitions.
best best
Fig. 3: Representation of the all vs. best competition pattern with k = 2.
3.4 Selection
For the selection phase, we used a strategy based on NEAT [7]. As in NEAT, we
divided the population of generators and discriminators into subpopulations, fol-
lowing a speciation strategy similar to that used in NEAT. Each species contains
individuals with similar network structures. For this, we define the similarity be-
tween individuals based on the parameters of each gene composing the genome.
Different of NEAT, we do not use the weights of each layer to differentiate be-
tween individuals. Therefore, we calculate the distance δ between two genomes
i and j as the number of genes that exist only in i or j. Each species inside the
populations of generators and discriminators are clustered based on a threshold
δt. This threshold is calculated in order to suit the desired number of species.
The number of species is a parameter previously chosen.
The selection occurs inside each species. The number of individuals selected
inside each species are proportional to the average fitness of the individuals be-
longing to it. Given the number of individuals to keep in a species, a tournament
between kt individuals is applied to finally select the individuals to breed and
compose the next generation.
4 Experiments
In this section, we will evaluate the performance of our method on the MNIST
dataset. Normally, the network would be training for several epochs using the
whole dataset in the procedure. As this would be an intensive computational
task, we will use only a subset of the dataset per generation. This strategy,
combined with the transfer of parameters between generations, was sufficient to
produce an evolutionary pressure towards efficient solutions and to promote the
GAN convergence.
There is no consensus on the metric to represent the quality of samples gen-
erated by generative models. However, the Fre´chet Inception Distance (FID) was
proved to be the best metric when comparing the quality of samples generated
by GANs [18]. Therefore, we used the FID score, the same metric used as fitness
for generators, to compare our results with the state of the art.
4.1 Experimental setup
Table 1 describes the parameters used in all experiments reported in this paper.
Table 1: Experimental parameters.
Evolutionary Parameters Value
Number of generations 100
Population size (generators) 20
Population size (discriminators) 20
Crossover rate 0%
Add Layer rate 30%
Remove Layer rate 10%
Change Layer rate 10%
Output features range [32, 1024]
Output channels range [16, 128]
k (all vs. best) 3
Tournament kt 2
FID samples 1000
Genome Limit 4
Species 4
GAN Parameters Value
Batch size 64
Batches per generation 20
Optimizer RMSProp
Learning rate 0.001
For evolutionary parameters, we chose to execute our experiments for 100
generations. After this number of generations, the fitness stagnates and we expect
no improvement of the results. We used 20 individuals for the population of both
generators and discriminators. A larger population will probably achieve better
results, but the computational cost would be too large. The size of the genome
was limited to four layers, also to reduce the computational cost. The number
of species used was four, permitting an average of five individuals per species
in each subpopulation (generators and discriminators). We empirically defined
a probability of 30%, 10% and 10% for the add, remove and change mutations,
respectively. As stated before, crossover was not used in the experiments reported
in this section.
For the GAN parameters, we choose 64 as batch size, running 20 batches per
generation. This amounts to 1280 samples per generation to train discriminators.
The optimizer used in the training method was RMSProp [23]. We have also
conducted preliminary experiments with Adam [24], but the best results were
achieved with RMSProp.
The MNIST dataset was used and we executed each experiment 10 times to
achieve the results within a confidence interval of 95%.
4.2 Results
Figure 4 shows the progression of the network through generations. We can see
in 4(a) the average number of layers in the population of generators and discrim-
inators. Because we have limited the genotype to a maximum of four genes, the
number of layers rapidly saturates. This is an indication of premature optimiza-
tion. We can overcome this issue by either increasing the limit or decreasing the
growth rate (i.e., reduce the mutation probability). In our tests with crossover
activated this problem became even more evident. Figure 4(b) shows the number
of genes with the parameters reused in each generation. The linear growth in
the amount of reused genes is evidence of the transference mechanism explained
in Section 3.2. Because we use a strategy similar to transfer learning to keep the
trained parameters, this reuse is important to pass the trained weights trough
generations.
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Fig. 4: Progression of layers and the reuse of parameters with a 95% confidence
interval
Figure 5 shows the progression of the fitness for best generators and discrim-
inators. In Figure 5(a), we can see the fitness for generators reducing through
generations with reduced noise. Hence, the chosen fitness, i.e., the FID score, is
evidenced as suitable to be used in our evolutionary algorithm. For discrimina-
tors (Figure 5(b)), we can see much more noise, which can harm the selection
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Fig. 5: Fitness for discriminators and generators with a 95% confidence interval
process in the evolutionary algorithm. This suggests that the choice for the dis-
criminator fitness could be improved.
In the final generation, the mean FID was 49.2, with a standard deviation
of 10.5. The high standard deviation clearly shows that we need to increase the
number of runs in order to get a more representative value for the FID. Besides
that, we can see that this score is much worse than state-of-the-art results.
For example, the FID for MNIST was reported in [18] as 6.7, with a standard
deviation of 0.3. However, our results showed that the model did not collapse
into a single point from the input distribution, which is a common problem in
GANs.
Fig. 6: Samples created by a generator after the evolutionary algorithm.
Figure 6 represents samples generated in one execution, evidencing that our
model does not collapse into a single point of the input distribution. We can
see this behavior occurring in all executions, which leave us to conclude that
our model solves, at least partially, the mode collapse problem. Moreover, all
executions reached convergence with equilibrium between the discriminator and
the generator, and the vanishing gradient never occurs. This evidences that our
proposal brings stability to the training procedure of GANs. Furthermore, our
experiments were restricted to a maximum of four layers. A similar number of
layers was used by [18]. This evidences that our method does not outperform
architectures designed by hand when taking into account only the FID score.
For some executions, the generator captured only a subset of the distribution,
which is a form of the mode collapse problem. See in Figure 6 examples of images
created by a generator after the whole evolutionary algorithm. Note that only
half of the digits are represented in these samples.
(a) Generation 1 (b) Generation 5 (c) Generation 10
(d) Generation 20 (e) Generation 30 (f) Generation 40
(g) Generation 50 (h) Generation 70 (i) Generation 100
Fig. 7: The progression of samples created by the best generator in generations
(a) 1, (b) 5, (c) 10, (d) 20, (e) 30, (f) 40, (g) 50, (h) 70, and (i) 100.
Figure 7 contains generated samples selected to represent the progression of
the generator during the evolutionary algorithm. We can see in the first gen-
eration only noisy samples, without any structure resembling a digit. After 5
generations (Figure 7(b)) we can see some structure emerging to form the digits.
From the generation 10 onwards we can start to distinguish between the digits,
with a progressive improvement of the quality.
Conv2d
activation_type: ReLU
stride: 2
kernel_size: 3
in_channels: 1
out_channels: 64
Linear
activation_type: Sigmoid
out_features: 256
in_features: 12544
Linear
activation_type: Sigmoid
out_features: 32
in_features: 256
Linear
activation_type: Sigmoid
out_features: 1
in_features: 32
(a) Genotype of a discriminator
Linear
activation_type: Tanh
out_features: 256
in_features: 100
Linear
activation_type: LeakyReLU
out_features: 784
in_features: 256
Deconv2d
activation_type: ReLU
stride: 1
kernel_size: 3
in_channels: 4
out_channels: 64
Deconv2d
activation_type: Tanh
stride: 2
kernel_size: 3
in_channels: 64
out_channels: 1
(b) Genotype of a generator
Fig. 8: Best (a) discriminator and (b) generator found after the final generation.
Figure 8 presents the network architecture discovered after the last genera-
tion. We can see that both components reached the limit of four layers imposed
in the experiments. Furthermore, both the generator and the discriminator were
composed by a combination of convolutional and linear layers with different
activation functions.
5 Conclusions
Generative adversarial networks (GAN) achieved important results for genera-
tive models in the field of computer vision. However, there are stability problems
in the training method, such as the vanishing gradient and the mode collapse
problems.
We present in this paper a model that combines neuroevolution and coevo-
lution in the coordination of the GAN training algorithm. To design the model,
we took inspiration on previous evolutionary algorithms, such as NEAT [8] and
DeepNeat [9], and on recent advances in GANs, such as [3].
We made experiments using the MNIST dataset. In all executions, the system
reached an equilibrium and convergence, not falling into the vanishing gradient
problem. We also evidenced the FID score as a good fitness metric for generators.
We used the loss function as fitness for the population of discriminators. However,
the results evidenced that a better metric may be necessary to ensure the proper
evolution of this population. The results showed that our model partially solves
the mode collapse problem. In our experiments, the generated samples always
presented some diversity, partially preserving the characteristics of the input
distribution. Besides that, our proposal did not outperform the state-of-the-art
results, such as presented [18].
Therefore, as future works, we will experiment other metrics to be used as
fitness for the discriminator component, such as area under the curve (AUC).
We will also assess that the proposed model does not suffer from cyclic issues
commonly seen in coevolution models [25,26]. More experiments should be made
with larger populations as well as larger genotype limits. In addition, the model
will also be evaluated with the CelebA dataset [27]. We will make experiments
with a reduced growth rate of the networks to avoid premature optimization.
Finally, we will conduct ablation studies to assess the individual contribution of
each aspect of the proposed algorithm (e.g., speciation, mutation, crossover).
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